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in 20 years, john, a private investigator, isn't sure he still loves jill. then
she runs up on him, with a terrible piece of news. she's pregnant, and
john's child is not his. that may be the start of a series of adventures

with the erratic detective and his assistant as they try to find out what
really happened to jill's husband, bob. in 16th century venice, doge

leenardo manin, a secularised roman catholic, is enlisted by
representatives of various christian sects to help them figure out the
basic tenets of their faith. the producers made the film in italian, and
the dialogue needs to be dubbed. even without the constant need to

get the words into english, it can be difficult to follow, with the several
languages and the constant bickering of church leaders. those of us
who followed celluloidheaven.com during it's five years of operation

can remember a time when it was a crucible for film enthusiasts
sharing knowledge and theories about films old and new, serving as a
platform for international art house cinema enthusiasts as well as a
portal for british films that were not being made available on dvd.

perhaps most importantly for the celluloidheaven team, it was a place
for film enthusiasts of all stripes to come together, sharing ideas and

theories about films. it wasn't just a film loving site, it was a
community site. and because of that, it was really something special.

caught on film will live on as a website that is part of the
celluloidheaven.com group. and because of that, it will be partly

different. caught on film will be independent, community run and not
limited by the clique mentality that ruled other message boards at

celluloidheaven.
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dutch politician geert wilders has been in the headlines a lot this year.
in february, he was acquitted on charges of insulting the quran (see '

geert wilders veroordeelt op geldvordering van dod aan haag ').
however, he still is not allowed to speak, as the prosecutors are still

pursuing the case and have appealed the decision. fortunately for him,
the case will be heard in march. on march 14th wilders was acquitted
on all charges by the amsterdam district court. the same court also
ruled that he could say whatever he wanted if he was outside the

united states, based on a mutual agreement between the two
countries. wilders broke this agreement and therefore was sentenced

to a maximum of one year in prison for contempt of court, a prohibition
on speaking to the press, and a fine of £16.000 per day. he appealed
the judgment. those who enjoy seeing older people in expensive (and

that's a nice touch) smart clothes and blacked out eyes staring out
from the screen are going to love this. it's basically an old, old public
domain movie (with no director credit, let's hope it didn't get stapled

in) just as good as it's american counterparts of the early 30's. the non-
classic characters are wonderful, the comedy and the stunts are good,
and the entertaining/stimulating nature of the action makes it worth

seeing even though it's pretty low on the rating. it doesn't really have
any depth or many story lines, so you'll have to learn to love that as

well. this isn't something you'll see in a lot of hong kong films or better
ones from the us. it's pure and excellent entertainment, and i
recommend you watch it, even if it's not the highest in quality.
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